Changes Announced By Acadiana Profile

A second generation publisher of Acadiana Profile has announced that his magazine will enter its second decade as an every-other-month publication.

Trent Angers, a member of a newspaper family turned magazine publishers, has revealed that the change from quarterly to bimonthly frequency will become effective in 1978 with the first edition in the new scheduling to be issued in February.

The publisher is the son of Bob and Gerry Angers, who founded Acadiana Profile in Lafayette in 1968. The magazine was first published in the French-Spanish trade mart and moved to the Oil Center in 1974. Another son, Steve, is an artist and a stockholder in the magazine.

Natives of Iberia Parish, the Angers family lived in Franklin for 15 years where they published the Passer Tribune.

Trent Angers leased Acadiana Profile from his parents for three years and acquired ownership in December, 1977. During his tenure he began regular parish studies of the 32 parishes of Acadiana and expanded the publication into a general interest magazine.

Trent is a former business page editor of The Daily Advertiser, and his father was a former public affairs consultant of the newspaper. Mrs. Angers is bookkeeper of the magazine and she and her husband remain as consultants.

Trent Angers has also an